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Abstract

This project deals with the demonstration of a coking process using proprietary technology of

Calderon, with the following objectives geared to facilitate commercialization:

(i) making coke of such quality as to be suitable for use in hard-driving, large blast

furnaces;

 (ii) providing proof that such process is continuous and environmentally closed to prevent

emissions;

(iii) demonstrating that high-coking-pressure (non-traditional) coal blends which cannot be

safely charged into conventional by-product coke ovens can be used in the Calderon

process; and 

(iv) demonstrating that coke can be produced economically, at a level competitive with coke

imports.



The activities of the past quarter were focused on the following:

• Conducting bench-scale tests to produce coke and acceptable tar from the process to

satisfy Koppers, a prospective stakeholder;

• Consolidation of the project team players to execute the full size commercial

cokemaking reactor demonstration;

• Progress made in advancing the design of the full size commercial cokemaking reactor.
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Introduction

The commercialization path of the Calderon cokemaking process consists of the following

general phases:

Phase I-- Proof of capability to produce acceptable product coke, proof of the process

being environmentally closed, proof that non-conventional coal blends can be

used, and proof that coke can be economically produced domestically using

U.S. metallurgical coals at a level competitive with low cost-producer coke

produced from foreign countries that are not subjected to U.S. environmental

standards.

Phase II-- Scale-up of coking reactor to full commercial size (PDU-II) in support of first

commercial facility.

Phase III-- Construction and operation of first commercial facility.

Phase IV-- Worldwide commercialization of the technology to produce coke competitive

with that produced by low-cost producer coke-exporting countries.

Accomplishments and Discussion

During the past quarter the work was focused in three areas:-

• Bench scale tests for Koppers to recover acceptable tar;

• Consolidation of the team;

• Progress in design of the full size commercial reactor.

Tests to Recover Tar

As reported in the previous quarterly report, part of Koppers' requirement to join the team was

that Calderon conduct bench scale tests to verify that acceptable tar can be produced using Calderon's
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technology of cokemaking.  A diagram of the equipment assembled for these tests was attached to the

previously submitted report.  Arrangements were made with Cast Masters, a foundry in Bowling

Green, Ohio, which possesses induction furnaces of suitable size to conduct the tests; such

arrangements obviated the necessity of purchasing furnaces and installing them thereby eliminating

large expenditures for equipment.

Run #1 was scheduled for the 14th of September, 1998 to make sure that all the equipment

was functioning.  Subsequent to all equipment being delivered to the foundry and all preparations

completed, the control cabinet for the operation of the furnaces was not functioning; consequently Run

#1 had to be postponed until repairs on the control cabinet were completed.  This took two days

because of some parts had to be ordered and delivered by U.P.S.  Run #2 was conducted on the 18th

of September.  The equipment was installed in two separate furnaces.  In one furnace the coal would

be pyrolyzed in order to simulate the Calderon commercial reactor coking step and in the second

furnace the cracking would take place to simulate the gas produced which passes through a hot zone

before leaving the reactor proper.

Photograph No. 1 shows the two furnaces side by side in which the furnace to the right

contains the pyrolysis reactor and the furnace to the left contains the cracker with copper tubing

leading to the condensing can (now shown).  Photograph No. 2 shows a close-up of the furnace

containing the pyrolysis reactor while the cover (flange-blank) was being bolted.  Photograph No. 3

shows a close-up of the cracker with the diagonal insulated pipe serving to direct the uncracked gases

from pyrolysis into the cracker and the horizontal bare pipe serving to direct the cracked gases away

from the cracker.  Eleven thermocouples were installed to monitor the temperatures at various

locations while a pressure gauge would indicate the pressure.  Both the pyrolysis reactor and the

cracker were designed to operate at pressure.
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Run #2 consisted of three coal feeds; the data sheets for the three feeds are attached to this

report.  The tar collected was delivered to the Koppers Laboratories in Harmarville, Pennsylvania for

evaluation.  The attached report from Koppers, in summary form, indicates that the tar produced was

found to be "quite valuable" as quoted by Mr. Wombles, Vice-President of Technology at Koppers.

Consolidation of the Project Team Players

To succeed in the full size commercial demonstration of the Calderon cokemaking process, the

goal is to have a good technology supported by a good team which is prepared to commit resources. 

On several occasions the Calderon process has been assessed by many parties as a good process.   For

the past three years, much effort has been expended to get the team together.  The status is as follows:

Bethlehem Steel is committed to invest $5 million, of which $3.3 million is in cash and $1.7

million in the supply of coal and expertise; to-date Bethlehem has spent more than $217,000.  Bechtel

has recently applied to its management for approval of an investment of $5 million of which $3.75

million is in services and $1.25 million in cash; this is in addition to the investment for the

comprehensive assessment of the technology, this investment amounted to $1.08 million.

Koppers was asked to invest $5 million, of which $3 million would be in cash and $2 million in-

kind.  This request was taken to top management but because of adverse business conditions, Koppers

appears to be reluctant to invest at this time (see letter attached).

Calderon has made arrangements to continue discussions with Koppers with the purpose of

turning the situation around by proposing the recycling of bottoms which currently is costing Koppers

several millions of dollars per year for disposal of such material without deriving any economic benefit.

 A meeting with the appropriate group of Koppers people was set for the 17th of December.

Vesuvius, the supplier of the tiles for the reactors has been active in making sample tiles for

Calderon's consideration for quite sometime.  A meeting with the president of Vesuvius North
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America, Foundries Division, is scheduled; he will visit the Calderon's Site in Alliance on January 4th,

1999.  Vesuvius has been made aware that a financial commitment to the project is required; to-date,

Vesuvius has invested tens of thousands of dollars in producing sample tiles.

The president of Alliance Machine Company has indicated on various occasions that Alliance

Machine would be very interested in joining the team with financial and in-kind support once the rest of

the team is committed.  Alliance Machine has during the years contributed facilities, and services

amounting to several hundreds of thousands of dollars.

It is no secret that the steel industry and the companies that service the steel industry have

recently suffered adverse business conditions because of a flood of steel imports, but this situation

should change, once the economies in Asia Pacific, Brazil and Russia improve.

Progress in Design of the Full Size Commercial Reactor

In the demonstration of the Calderon cokemaking process, the tests conducted at the Alliance

pilot facility in 1997 proved that high quality coke can be produced in an environmentally closed

system.  In the demonstration of the full size reactor the objectives are:

• To produce on a continuous basis at full commercial capacity enough high quality coke

for a blast furnace test; and

• To determine the effect of one full year of operation on the tiles which line the internals of

the reactor, from the standpoint of erosion, corrosion and structural integrity.

In order to inspect the internals of the reactor at the conclusion of the test period of one year

beyond the start-up phase, extensive changes were, and continue to be, incorporated in the design in

order to make possible the extraction of the inner tube from the coke discharge end, this inner tube

with its lining weighing 160 tons and measuring 74 ft in length.  The elbow which supports the inner

tube at the discharge is currently being 
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designed to support the inner tube with a special carriage in order to expose the inner tube out of the

outer tube for inspection.

Conclusion

The stakeholders of the team are identified and a commitment from them is expected during the

next quarter.  In the meantime design of the full size commercial reactor will continue.  Once the team

is fully committed detailed design would commence which in turn will be used to prepare the package

bids for procurement.

Submitted by:

Albert Calderon
Project Director
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 PHOTOGRAPH  No. 1
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PHOTOGRAPH  No. 2
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PHOTOGRAPH  No.3
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